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Ref.No.F( )/ GGCA/ORDER/2022-23/ Date :- 04-04-2023

DVV Clarifications-
3.4.3 Number of extension and outreach programs conducted by the institution through

NSS/NCC/Red cross/YRC etc., (including the programmes such as Swachh Bharat,AIDS
awareness, Gender issues etc. and/or those organized in collaboration with industry, community
and NGOs) during the last five years-
1. The college has started the new practice of Geo-tagging photographs from the session
2022-23, hence all photographs of the earlier events are non-Geo-tagged. All activities with
proper captions(in English) and dates have been attached in separate link as provided below-
http://hte.rajasthan.gov.in/dept/dce/maharshi_dayanand_saraswati_university_ajmer/govt.girls_
co;;ege_ajmer/uploads/doc/revised%20pics%20five%20years%20pdf.pdf

2. Supporting documents in SSR had mistakenly replicated ANANDAM and uploaded
twice in place of detailed reports of documents for each extension and outreach
program.Corrected detailed report with specific mention of number of students participated and
collaborating agency is now being attached. Kindly correct the DVV suggestion accordingly.

1. Detailed NSS Report five years
http://hte.rajasthan.gov.in/dept/dce/maharshi_dayanand_saraswati_university_ajmer/go
vt.girls_co;;ege_ajmer/uploads/doc/NSS%20Reports.pdf

2. Detailed NCC Report-
http://hte.rajasthan.gov.in/dept/dce/maharshi_dayanand_saraswati_university_ajmer/go
vt.girls_co;;ege_ajmer/uploads/doc/NCC%20Report.pdf

3. Electoral Voters’ Club (ELC) Report-
http://hte.rajasthan.gov.in/dept/dce/maharshi_dayanand_saraswati_university_ajmer/go
vt.girls_co;;ege_ajmer/uploads/doc/ELC%20new.pdf

4. AANANDAM - Joy of Giving- Complete Report
http://hte.rajasthan.gov.in/dept/dce/maharshi_dayanand_saraswati_university_ajmer/go
vt.girls_co;;ege_ajmer/uploads/doc/Anandam%20Report%20signed.pdf

5. Consolidated year-wise Date Sheet with Activity name, Students benefited, Forum name
etc.- Authenticated document showing Number of extension and outreach Programmes
conducted year-wise during the last five years duly signed by the principal has been
attached

● All Authenticated documents showing the number of students' participation duly
signed by the principal has also been attached.

http://hte.rajasthan.gov.in/dept/dce/maharshi_dayanand_saraswati_university_ajmer/go
vt.girls_co;;ege_ajmer/uploads/doc/final%20templates%203.4.3.pdf
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6. Literary and Cultural Forum Activities-
http://hte.rajasthan.gov.in/dept/dce/maharshi_dayanand_saraswati_university_ajmer/go
vt.girls_co;;ege_ajmer/uploads/doc/cultural%20forum.pdf

7. Anti- Tobacco Drive Report-
http://hte.rajasthan.gov.in/dept/dce/maharshi_dayanand_saraswati_university_ajmer/go
vt.girls_co;;ege_ajmer/uploads/doc/anti-tobacco%20committee%20report%20(2).pdf

8. Press Release Of All Extension Activities
http://hte.rajasthan.gov.in/dept/dce/maharshi_dayanand_saraswati_university_ajmer/go
vt.girls_co;;ege_ajmer/uploads/doc/Extension%20Activities%20Press%20Release.pdf

9. Green Initiatives-
http://hte.rajasthan.gov.in/dept/dce/maharshi_dayanand_saraswati_university_ajmer/go
vt.girls_co;;ege_ajmer/uploads/doc/nss%20july%2022%20podhropan.docx.pdf

10. Free Homeopathy Camps for Girls and their families -
http://hte.rajasthan.gov.in/dept/dce/maharshi_dayanand_saraswati_university_ajmer/go
vt.girls_co;;ege_ajmer/uploads/doc/CamScanner%2004-23-2022%2014.09.05.pdf

All Authenticated documents showing the number of students' participation duly signed
by the principal has also been attached.

5. Please note that the college caters exclusively to girls from in and around Ajmer,
and most belong to the economically weaker sections of society and are
first-generation learners. Hence, the learning that the students take from the college
is replicated and given back to society in the form of better awareness of social
issues and problems and their resolution. Therefore, all activities in the interest of
students are a form of extension through which their families, neighborhoods,
communities and the nation benefits.
hence Change Input accordingly :

2021-22 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18

72 77 54 55 41

Principal
Government Girls’ College,Ajmer
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